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ABSTRACT
In this demo, we present interoperability between Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) and IPv6 routing protocol for low power
and lossy networks (RPL). To make the operation of RPL
over BLE feasible, we design an adaptation layer between
BLE and RPL, termed ALBER. Specifically, we develop
three technical features in ALBER which enable BLE to
be combined with RPL. First, it broadcasts RPL control
messages through BLE using advertising channels with low
energy consumption. Second, it updates RPL routing table
considering connection management of BLE. Lastly, it es-
timates link quality based on round trip time of link layer
ping packets to provide routing metric for RPL. We imple-
ment our ALBER on Linux kernel. This demo will present
an operation example of RPL over BLE using ALBER in a
small scale multi-hop topology, where each node comprises
a Raspberry Pi platform and a BLE dongle.

1. INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and IEEE 802.15.4 are the

most popular low power and low cost wireless protocols. Re-
cently, 6LoWPAN was designed for both to deliver IPv6
packets, which enables them to connect to larger Internet as
part of Internet of Things (IoT). So far, they have been used
for different applications. While IEEE 802.15.4 has been
widely used in multi-hop IoT networks with IPv6 routing
protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL), BLE has
supported short range (single hop range) applications such
as health care and smart watch.

However, BLE is now being developed further to sup-
port multi-hop IoT networks since it has its own advantages
over IEEE 802.15.4 [1]. First of all, most of today’s smart-
phones started to be equipped with BLE rather than IEEE
802.15.4, which remarkably improved usability and accessi-
bility of BLE. As a result, BLE has a great impact on indus-
try and works on a lot of commercial products as wireless
communication modules [3]. Furthermore, it adopts a fre-
quency hopping mechanism to avoid wireless interference in
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ISM bands, and connection-based operation to reduce trans-
mission overhead. With these advantages, interconnecting
standard routing protocols such as RPL with BLE would
make it a strong competitor against IEEE 802.15.4 in long
range (multi-hop) IoT applications.

Although the unique technical features of BLE make it
outperform IEEE 802.15.4 in many scenarios, some of them
incur interoperability issues when operating RPL over (6LoW-
PAN over) BLE. In this abstract, we address three design is-
sues to interconnect RPL with BLE and present our own de-
sign to resolve them, termed ALBER (Adaptation Layer be-
tween BLE and RPL). We implement ALBER on the Linux
kernel. Our platform consists of Raspberry Pi for Linux de-
vice and Broadcom BCM4356ZAE for BLE module. Lastly,
this demo will present a small scale operation example of
RPL over BLE using ALBER.

2. DESIGN OF RPL OVER BLE
BLE provides two types of channels; 3 advertising and 37

data channels. Advertising channels are designed for device
discovery and broadcast of simple data packets. When a
node transmits a packet through an advertising channel, it
does not need to have connection with its destination node.
On the other hand, to transmit a packet through a data
channel, each node should have a valid connection with its
destination node. BLE establishes a connection between two
neighbor nodes through handshaking procedures. Once they
are connected, they are synchronized in time domain and
share a periodic wake-up schedule (i.e., connection interval)
to exchange packets in energy saving mode.

We consider pros and cons of using each channel type
provided by BLE and design ALBER to utilize each chan-
nel type to transmit different types of packets. Specifically,
it uses advertising channels to transmit RPL control mes-
sages such as DIO and DIS which are designed for device
discovery at routing layer. Our intuition behind this design
is that BLE needs to deliver these messages to unconnected
neighbor nodes since RPL generates them to find a new par-
ent node or send its rank information to all neighbor nodes.
On the other hand, ALBER maps DAO and data packets
into data channels since these packets are transmitted to
each connected parent node. The channel mapping of AL-
BER enables resource constrained nodes to exchange packets
consuming low energy, and to construct and recover routing
topology using RPL.

However, there still remain the following three design is-
sues to fully utilize the advantages of RPL over BLE, which
are what our ALBER is aiming to resolve.



Figure 1: Protocol stack of RPL over BLE with AL-
BER on Linux kernel version 3.17.

• RPL control message exchange in advertising chan-
nels: Unlike data channel, advertising channels are used
to deliver packets in an asynchronous manner which con-
sists of advertising (transmitter) and scanning (receiver)
mechanisms. However, it requires each node to turn on
its radio module for a long time to exchange even a sin-
gle packet, which results in large energy consumption. To
alleviate the problem, ALBER includes a variant of low
power listening (LPL) mechanism (sender-initiated asyn-
chronous MAC) when using advertising channels, rather
than applying default advertising and scanning of BLE.
Thanks to duty cycling characteristics of LPL, ALBER
significantly reduces energy consumption required for de-
livering RPL control messages through advertising chan-
nels.

• Parent change with connection management: RPL
standard allows a node to change its parent node regard-
less of the underlying link layer status. Differently from
IEEE 802.15.4, BLE exchanges packets through data chan-
nels after connection establishment, which incurs a prob-
lem of such an arbitrary parent update. Specifically, after
RPL changes a parent node, all the packets targeted for
the new parent start to be dropped at 6LoWPAN rather
than going down to the link layer. This inefficient behav-
ior is due to lack of a valid connection and repeats until
the underlying BLE cuts off the connection with the pre-
vious parent node and establishes one with the new parent
node. In contrast, we give ALBER the authority to accept
or reject parent change request from RPL. When accept-
ing the change request, ALBER first holds it and triggers
a connection change of BLE. This allows RPL to have par-
ent change and its resulting entry update in the routing
table after confirming that the new connection has been
established.

• RTT-based link estimation for routing metric: Al-
though RPL decouples the routing metric from the main
standard, the most widely used routing metric is the com-
bination of ETX and hop distance. However, this routing
metric cannot be used in RPL over BLE since BLE MAC
(in Figure 1) does not provide the number of retransmis-
sions for the upper layers. To estimate the link quality
which is necessary for routing metric, ALBER makes each
child node transmit link layer ping packets to its parent
node through data channels and obtain the average round
trip time (RTT) using an exponentially weighted moving
average filter. Given that each retransmission induces a

Figure 2: Our demo scenario to show the operation
of RPL over BLE with ALBER.

constant delay of as much as connection interval in data
channels, we obtain ETX from measured RTT values and
use it for routing metric. Our link estimation scheme has
a trade-off between ping packet overhead and estimation
accuracy, which needs to be controlled considering given
environmental conditions.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented ALBER on Linux kernel version

3.17 where 6LoWPAN for BLE and BLE host part already
exist. To begin with, we implemented RPL on the Linux
kernel based on Contiki RPL source code [2]. As shown in
Figure 1, we placed our ALBER between this RPL and the
host controller interface (HCI) of BLE to handle interoper-
ability issues and implemented each function using various
HCI commands and events.

As an example, we show the case of RPL control mes-
sage exchange over advertising channels. Given that current
6LoWPAN for BLE cannot use advertising channels, we de-
sign RPL to transmit its control messages to ALBER instead
of 6LoWPAN, which forces BLE to deliver them through
advertising channels. ALBER achieves this channel map-
ping by sequentially calling LE Set Advertising Parameters
Command, LE Set Advertising Data Command, and LE Set
Advertise Enable Command.

4. DEMO SCENARIO
In our demo, we show a real time operation of ALBER in

a small scale topology. Figure 2 depicts the specific demo
scenario. We will deploy multiple BLE nodes (combination
of Raspberry Pi and BLE dongle) in the conference room,
which will use RPL to construct tree routing topology. We
will trigger some RPL functions such as parent change by
arbitrarily changing link conditions. Events that occur in
ALBER operation will be displayed on the monitor through
log messages.
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